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SUMMARY
A linear analysis of the shallow w ater equations in spherical coordinates for the TurkelZwas 1 explicit large time-step scheme was presented by Neta, Giraldo and Navon 2 . This report presents the software developed to test the staggered 2 as well as the unstaggered 1 Turkel-Zwas scheme for the solution of the shallow w ater equations on the sphere.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present the software developed for the solution of the shallow w ater equations in spherical coordinates. The unstaggered (original) Turkel-Zwas scheme 
Here, f is the Coriolis parameter given by f = 2 sin (4) where is the angular speed of the rotation of the earth, h is the height of the homogeneous atmosphere, u and v are the zonal and meridional wind components respectively, and are the latitudinal and longitudinal directions respectively, a is the radius of the earth, and g is the gravitational constant. In section 2 we present the unstaggered scheme (modi ed as suggested by Neta 3 ). In section 3 we p r e s e n t the staggered method as developed by Neta, Giraldo and Navon 2 . I n section 4 we present the input le required including a logical parameter to choose between the staggered and unstaggered versions. In section 5 we present the code developed.
UNSTAGGERED TURKEL-ZWAS SCHEME
The Turkel-Zwas scheme for the nonlinear shallow w ater equations in spherical coordinates takes the following form: ). Note that there is a typo in equation (11a) of Turkel-Zwas 1 which is our equation (5) . We h a ve also modi ed (to get a symmetric approximation as suggested by Neta 4 for a rectangular domain) the right hand side of (11c) in Turkel-Zwas 1 which is (7) here.
STAGGERED TURKEL-ZWAS SCHEME
The staggered version of the Turkel-Zwas scheme as proposed by Neta, Giraldo and Navon 2 takes the following form: where is given by (8).
INPUT
The input le contains four lines. The rst input line contains 2 integers: n x = n umber of longitudinal points ny = n umber of latitudinal points.
The 
CODE
*These lines of code contain the parameter statements for the global *definitions of many important parameters.
parameter ( mx=imax*jmax, mxpoi=mx, mxele=mx, mxbou=mx/5, nd=4 ) parameter ( tol=1.0e-6, g=10.0, rk=0.1 ) *where .true. means that it is staggered and .false. means it is unstaggered.
*Written by F.X. Giraldo on 10/95
subroutine init(phi0,u0,v0,phii,ui,vi,node,coord,f, $ npoin,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,comega,nx,ny,dx,dy,dt, $ ntime,rade,iplot,omega,alpha,velmax,cfl,p,q,alf, 
*This subroutine solves the 2D Shallow Water Equations in Spherical *Coordinates using a Staggered Turkel-Zwas Scheme.
subroutine matsuno(phim,phi0,phip,um,u0,up,vm,v0,vp, $ coord,f,npoin,dt,dx,dy,node,nx,ny,rade,comega, 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

*---------------------------------------------------------------------
do i=1,nx-1 i1=node(i,j) i2=node(i+1,j) i3=node(i+1,j+1) i4=node(i,j+1) olat1=coord(i1,2) olat2=coord(i2,2) olat3=coord(i3,2) olat4=coord(i4,2) phi1=(phi0(i1) -phii(i1))*cos(olat1) u1=(u0(i1) -ui(i1))*cos(olat1) v1=(v0(i1) -vi(i1))*cos(olat1) phi2=(phi0(i2) -phii(i2))*cos(olat2) u2=(u0(i2) -ui(i2))*cos(olat2) v2=(v0(i2) -vi(i2))*cos(olat2) phi3=(phi0(i3) -phii(i3))*cos(olat3) u3=(u0(i3) -ui(i3))*cos(olat3) v3=(v0(i3) -vi(i3))*cos(olat3) phi4=(phi0(i4) -phii(i4))*cos(olat4) u4=(u0(i4) -ui(i4))*cos(olat4) v4=(v0(i4) -vi(i4
---------------------------------------------------------------------*
*This subroutine writes the output. It is currently set only to *print the geopotential and wind velocities at each node point. 
*Written by F.X. Giraldo on 10/95 *---------------------------------------------------------------------
*This subroutine performs the Robert time filtering using a *Laplacian type time-diffusion term that smoothens the values spatially.
subroutine sfilter(phi0,u0,v0,node,nx,ny,dx,dy) 
*This subroutine performs the Robert time filtering using a *Laplacian type time-diffusion term that smoothens the values temporally.
*Written by F.X. Giraldo on 10/95 
